
A best practice guide to perfecting your 
virtual queue, contactless collection and 
appointment booking signage.

Creating Compelling 
Retail Choreography 
Signage that drives 
customers to action



A visual sneak peak of what’s inside
Ideas for what your signage say Ideas for signage locations

Other ideas for promoting the service and educating customers And more ideas for signage locations
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Meet our fictional brands used to bring our examples to life: 

Bookable appointments & events

Virtual queuing

Contactless online order pickup

Call a colleague for help

Introduction 
Using Qudini’s Retail Choreography Suite:

…will enable you to create a better customer experience that drives foot 
traffic, increases revenues and reduces operational costs. All while enabling 
you to capture game-changing data insights that help you to build a more 
profitable future.

To reap the many benefits of using software to choreograph an engaging 
customer experience, it’s important to perfect your in-store signage to drive 
maximum customer usage by ensuring the service is easy for them to
understand and use. 

This guide provides best practice tips for creating succinct and striking in-
store signage that drives customers to follow the right process.

Using visual examples throughout, this pack explains 

1. Qudini’s formula for creating compelling signage that drives action, 

including key copywriting considerations to think about to start. 

2. Ideas for signage styles and locations.

An overview of our perfect signage formula 
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Part 1

Start by 
defining your 
offering 
On the right we’ve listed the key pieces of content that 
you’ll want to include within your signage to drive 
customers to the right action. 

This part 1 provides key tips and examples for defining 
your offering by creating all of these different pieces of 
content, before part 2 provides examples of how to use 
them across your signage.

At the back of this section we provide a signage 
planning canvas for thinking about all of these with 
example ideas for each Qudini solution.

The formula for highly effective Qudini signage:

1. Questions to triage the 
right customers (optional)

2. Call To Action

3. Service name

5. Value proposition 
statement

6. 3 very simple customer
journey steps (optional) 

4. Icons / images

8. Your logo
8
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Put pen to paper 
Throughout all your signage content it is essential to be clear, bold and 
consistent in how you talk about your new process, whether you are using 
Qudini to enable customers to:

• join a virtual queue
• collect an online order
• book an appointment 
• OR request help from a colleague.

So, to start with it helps to put pen to paper and to define a name for your 
process. 

Naming tips

When defining a name for your new service offering 
ensure that you are: 

• Clear and relevant – use a name that clearly explains 
what the process is and the benefit it offers to your 
customers.

• Simple – the most important thing is that the name 
explains what you do without over-complicating it.

• Unique and on brand – to own a name that is 
uniquely yours, it can be good to incorporate your 
brand name or the Qudini brand name in some way.

• Consistent – use the same name with consistent 
spelling and formatting across all your content 
referring to the process.

Some example names to get you thinking:*

For virtual queuing: Virtual queue, Digital queue or Qudini queue.

For appointment booking: Bookable appointments or Stylist appointments.

For contactless collection: Contactless ollection or Curbside pickup.

For call a colleague: Call a colleague or Request an advisor.

* More examples for each solution in our planning canvas and visual examples in the appendix. 

Naming your new service
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What is a Qudini?

Inspired by Harry Houdini, the most famous 
escapologist of all time, Qudini is our name for the 
process of escaping waiting in a mundane physical 
queues to instead wait in a virtual queue that keeps 
the customer informed, engaged and productive 
while they wait.

Feel free to incorporate the Qudini brand name

You might find that the Qudini brand name helps to explain the process 
to customers. 

With more of our clients incorporating the Qudini brand name into their 
customer facing content, consumers are becoming increasingly 
educated on the process and are even referencing Qudini is social 
media:

Dixons Carphone customer tweet mentioning Qudini

Our signage image pack includes our logo 
which you are welcome to use.
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After defining the name for your service, it helps to think 
about the one CTA you want customers to take in relation 
to that service. 

Using clear and compelling CTA statements throughout 
your signage is essential to driving your customers to take 
the actions you want them to.

Call To Action tips:

• Big and Bold - Your CTA should be the biggest and boldest piece 
of text within your signage. When your customers glance at your 
signage, this should be the first thing they see.

• At the top - Placing your CTA at the top of a sign ensures it 
strikes customer attention and drives them to action from the 
outset.

• Relevant and explanatory - The CTA statement should be 
relevant and should clearly describe the action the customer 
should take and what they will get by taking action. E.g. “Scan to 
join the queue”.

• Use verbs - Motivate the customer to action by using verbs to 
make your call to actions more authoritative. Action words have 
been proven to boost CTA compliance.

• Service name or questions can triage - If the service you are 
using Qudini for is only for customers with specific shopping 
missions or meant to speak to a subset of customers with 
specific challenges, you might like to prefix your CTA with your 
service name or a question that will effectively triage customers 
before informing them of the action they should take. E.g.
• Missions specific. Here to collect an order? Check-in here.
• Challenge specific: Hate standing in line? Join the virtual 

queue

* More examples for each solution in our planning canvas and visual examples in the appendix. 

Some example names to get you thinking:*

For virtual queuing: Join the virtual queue.

For appointment booking: Book an appointment.

For contactless collection: Here to collect an order? Check-in.

For call a colleague: Click to call for help.

Creating compelling 
call to action statements
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The next step to defining your offering involves writing a simple value 
proposition statement that explains your new Qudini service within a single 
declarative statement. 

Doing this will bring clarity to what you are trying to say to customers as the 
value proposition will inspire the key content across your signage content.

Be written in the 
language of the 
customer, through 
understanding 
their needs and 
challenges 

Be read and 
understood within 
5 seconds

Be clear about the 
service you are 
offering 

Explain ”Why” your 
customers should 
use the system by 
covering what the 
benefit to them will 
be

Drive the 
customer to take a 
specific action

Be creative and 
succinct

A great value proposition should:

Value proposition tips:

A value proposition is a single declarative 
sentence that:

1. Explains the service you are offering.

2. Is clear as to why your customers should use it 
through the benefits it offers.

For virtual queuing
Escape waiting in line by joining our 
virtual queue and we’ll update you as 
your turn draws near.

For appointment booking
Book an appointment for personalized 
service at the time and place that suits 
you.

For contactless collection
Collect your order without even leaving 
your car by checking in from your phone 
when you arrive.

Some example value propositions:*

* More examples for each solution in our planning canvas and visual examples in the appendix. 

Defining your 
value proposition
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Drive instant customer comprehension and customer action by 
using clean and simple images that visualize what the Qudini
service is, it’s benefit or the action that your customer needs to 
take.

To the right we include some example images and you can even 
download the Qudini icon kit from our website.

Nudge images

Double QR code scan rates

Example images:*

Virtual queuing

Click and collect

Appointment booking

* More examples in our image library.

Use icons and 
simple images
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Nudge images

Our clients saw QR code scan rates 
double when they incorporated the 
QR code within an image of a phone 
scanning the QR code. This 
effectively served as a nudge to 
explain to customers the action that 
they needed to take.



Behavioral economist Richard Thaler and his partner Cass Sunstein, in their 
marketing thesis book ‘Nudge’ explain that a nudge is; a subtle cue or 
context change that pushes a user to make a certain decision, without 
forcing them to.

Nudge theory suggests that consumer behavior can be influenced by small 
and, at times, creative suggestions and positive reinforcements that drive 
people to make better decisions for themselves without restricting their 
freedom of choice.

“There’s no such thing as ‘neutral’ design. 
Small and apparently insignificant details can have 
major impacts on people’s behavior.” 
— Richard H. Thaler

A creative way to nudge people to 
recycle through re-contextualising
basketball hoops above bins.

Flies painted on urinals in 
Amsterdam airport acted as 

simple cues that significantly 
increased bathroom cleanliness.

Using arrows to point customers in 
the right direction while articulating 
that taking the stairs burns calories 
drove more customers to take the 
stairs.

How to use nudges

Simple arrow shapes or footsteps 
can serve as nudges that help to 
show a customer where to stand 
or look.

Inspiration: 
Use nudges
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Defining the customer journey steps that a customer will need to go 
through once they follow your Call To Action is a helpful process for 
creating extremely clear signage.

These process steps can be alluded to within your content or you might 
choose to include a simplified list of these process steps as subtext within 
your signage.

In addition, you may wish to add a few notes to answer customer FAQ
queries, such as; what to do if they don’t have a phone or how you will use 
their data.

Remember that people ignore text

• So keep the steps simple.

• Live by the power of 3 – (that’s right, distil it down to 
three steps max).

• Inject your brand tone of voice to make them engaging 
to read.

Some ideas for customer journey steps:

Enjoy your wait with 3 simple steps.

1. Scan a QR code, text 49292 to 074929292 or speak to our host.
2. We’ll keep your place and update you by text.
3. Find our host who will let you in for your turn.

Collect your order from your car with 3 simple steps.

1. Scan a QR code, text 074929292 or use our tablet kiosk.
2. We’ll notify a colleague immediately.
3. Stay updated by phone while you wait.

Book an appointment with a style expert with 3 simple steps.

1. Visit our website, speak to a store colleague or our contact center.
2. Find the time and place that works best for you (in-store or virtual)
3. We’ll send you reminders with links to reschedule or cancel if you 

need to.

Virtual queuing

Click and collect

Appointment booking

Clarify your 
customer journey
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Now you know all the copy writing considerations to think about, you might wish to annotate our signage planning canvas with ideas for your signage.
(We’ve provided example planning canvases for each Qudini solution in the appendix at the back).

Possible Service Names Call To Action (CTA) ideas Icons/images that would show the process

Value proposition Customer journey steps

Qudini signage planning canvas
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Part 2

Creating your 
signage
Now that you’ve clearly defined your offering and know 
what you want to say, it’s time to bring it all together to 
create your signs.

This next section will take you through: 

• Bringing your messaging together using our effective 
signage formula

• Example signage mockups for the key Qudini solutions 

• Client examples that we love

• Key content tips for perfect signage



Now that you’ve defined your key messaging, it’s time to put it all together to 
create striking signage that captures customer attention and drives them to 
action.

On the right we’ve listed the key pieces of content that you’ll now have 
created in part one and the best order to place them within across your 
signage. On the next pages we’ve mocked-up examples of how this could 
look for the different Qudini solutions and included some client examples. 

You don’t have to use all elements and you could also change the order of 
these elements (except the Call To Action which is always best placed at the 
top). 

Ensure a relevant and effective content 
cadence

When writing your signage out, think about the priority of 
things that your customers need to do and know and put 
your content in this order on your sign. To capture 
customer attention, start with the most important details 
that inform the customer of the action they need to take 
before explaining the why and the how in more detail.

Now bring it all together
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Virtual queuing Appointment booking Contactless collection Call a colleague 

(We’ve provided more examples for each Qudini solution in the appendix at the back)

Signage examples using the formula 
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We love ASDA’s “Queue Smart, Stay Safe” poster used to drive customers 
within their car parks to join the virtual queue to enter their stores during the 
Coronavirus pandemic.

In just four words the phrase “Queue Smart, Stay Safe” at the top of the 
sign: 
• Serves as a Call To Action that uses authoritative verbs to drive the 

customer to action.
• Incorporates their defined service name “Queue smart”.
• Serves as a value proposition that instantly explains the process and 

the benefit to the customer.
• Creates a slogan which creatively condenses their value proposition into 

a very short and memorable phrase that both explains the service while 
capturing customer attention.

The rest of the poster then simply: 

• Provides the step by step process. 
• Addresses any customer issues.
• Visually explains the process and benefit to customers.
• Includes their logo (without letting this dominate the visual).

Inspiration: client example 
(for virtual queuing)
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We love how Nike’s signage to inform their customers that they can book 
appointments for an Express Shopping service: 

• Clearly names their service: Niketown Express Shop.

• Includes the first part of the value proposition to explain what the service 
is.

• Uses a clear visual to nudge the customer towards the action they need 
to take to scan the QR code. 

• Includes the second part of their value proposition to explains the benefit 
to the customer in just a few simple phrases.

Inspiration: client example 
(for appointment booking)
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Customers don’t read details. 
So minimize text, keep Call To Actions loud 
and clear and have a cadence of additional text 
in order of relevance so that your customers 
can read more if they want to. If you do need 
to explain things in more detail, break it up into 
sequential steps, ideally following the power of 
3.

Nudge customers with images. 
Use images to visually explain the process and 
to nudge customers towards your desired 
actions.

Verbs speak louder than all other 
words.
Make your signage clear and authoritative from 
the first word a customer reads by using action 
words to drive customers to action: book, join, 
check-in.

Triage using questions if you need to.
If your signage only needs to strike the 
attention of specific customers, use questions 
to triage the ones you want to speak to.

Address customer problems.
If some customers might have problems or 
queries when following the process (such as 
not having a mobile phone or wanting to know 
how their data will be used), address these at 
the bottom of the sign.

Explain the benefit. 
Always answer the “Why” – why should 
customers follow the process? What’s in it for 
them? Write your value proposition from the 
outset and tease this out within your signage 
content.

Vary your font formatting. 
Draw attention to your sign and highlight key 
messages using different font styles, size, 
widths and coloring.

Try out numbers, symbols and 
punctuation.
Using numbers, symbols and punctuation can 
help to draw customer attention towards your 
sign. E.g. Did you know....?

Make them match, but also differ.
If you are using Qudini for multiple customer 
journeys, have some consistency in the style, 
content and tone of voice within your signage 
but also make them visually different through 
different images, coloring and wording.

It’s now time to create your signage, but before you do, here are a few final tips consolidated from our pack.

Final content tips
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Part 3

Signage 
locations
The next few pages provide examples of different types of 
signage and where you might think about placing your 
signage for your different customer journeys.



End of queue barrier Lollipops Window posters

Some of the different types of signage that we’re seeing our customers successfully use include:

Signage types and locations:
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Window eisels Host desk - wrap banner Digital signage

Signage types and locations:
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Closed desk/Store Signage

If you are using Qudini to provide customers with a way to get service when 
colleagues are unavailable at a desk or specific service location (such as click 
and collect desks or information desks). It can help to use a desk sign to 
inform the customer of the alternative process they should take to get 
service.

Some of our cilents are also using appointment booking links on their closed 
store signage to encourage customers to book their time to come back.

22
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Contactless collection examples

Stand out in winter
For outdoor signage remember to think about 
how dark it can get in the winter month and 
how you can keep our signage lit up.

End of parking bay placard End of parking bay lollipop Parking bay – Painted or vinyl sticker 
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If you are using the Qudini Self-service Kiosk App to enable 
your customers to join the queue, check-in for online orders 
or to book appointments you will also need to clearly sign 
post this to drive customers to use it. 

Most clients find it works to include simple signage with a 
loud and clear call to action around it and visual nudges to 
direct customers where to stand or look.

Use visual nudges (arrows or 
footsteps) to direct customers 
towards your kiosk 

Clear call to action
On a sign or the 

kiosk welcome 
screen

Movement on the 
welcome screen.

Check-in here 
with our host

To: join the queue, 
book an 

appointment or 
collect an order

Kiosk locations

Place your kiosk in the footpath of the customers you want to 
use it, including: the front of the relevant service area, near a 
queue barrier, in front of a relevant service desk, at the store 
entrance, near the staircase.

If a kiosk is placed near the counter, your customers will likely 
request the help of your staff first, unless the staff are 
unavailable or the customer has been previously educated on 
the process.

Draw attention to a kiosk
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Standard customer behavior is that if a store colleague is visible andappears
available, the customer will always walk past the signage and go straight to 
the colleague for assistance. However, once the customer is educated on the 
process to follow, they will usually default to this new method on their return 
to store (even if a colleague is available).

This means that if you want customers to check-in via a QR code, SMS or 
kiosk, simple signs that use clear call to actions and nudge images are 
essential.

In addition, it’s important to train your store teams to educate all customers 
on the process they want to follow, even if the host does end up adding 
them to the queue for their initial visit they could say something like:

"All our advisors are busy at the moment. But fortunately we have a virtual 
queue system which I can add you to from my tablet or if you scan the QR code or 
text this SMS code here, you can then easily see a countdown of your place in the 
queue.”

This messaging ensures customers are not put off if they don't understand 
the new process and the available colleague is able to help them, while it 
also educates them on the new process for future visits.

If colleagues are not acting as hosts equipped with devices to check 
customers in, they should walk the customer through how to undertake the 
process at the signage point.

Combatting customer behavior
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If you are using a host to enable customers to join the queue 
or to book appointment from a tablet or reception desk it 
helps to make them visually stand-out from your other 
colleagues, so that:

a) Customers can easily find them and are educated 
as to their purpose,

b) Host have a fixed meeting point and process,
c) Customers understand the host has a different role 

and don’t request service from them (which can be 
a common challenge),

d) Customer experience is consistent across stores,

Our clients are using one of multiple of the following methods 
to ensure their host stands out to customers.

A podium with a banner 
wrap around it with a call 
to action on it.

Tablet with host name 
and call to action.

Different coloured
shirt or jacket. 
Lanyard or badge 
to identify them.

Lollipop sign to indicate 
the host’s greeting point.

Visual nudges (such as arrows or 
footprints) to direct customers 
entering the store to the right location.

Make your host stand out
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Part 4

Additional 
signage
Alongside call to action signage it can also help to tell your 
customers about your new service for appointment 
bookings, virtual queuing and contactless pickup at other 
points during their online and in-store journey.



In addition to your primary “Call To Action (CTA) signage”, you may 
wish to create additional “informative signage” and printed content 
(such as flyers) to tell your customers about your new service at other 
points in their shopping journey.

For this type of signage, all the copywriting principles are much the 
same except your Call to Action statements can be switched out for 
much softer informative statements to educate the customer.

Some example informative statements:

• For virtual queuing: Next time you visit… avoid waiting by joining our 
virtual queue.

• For appointment booking: Did you know… you can now book 
appointments online!

• For online collections: News flash! Next time you visit you can collect your 
order from your car!

• For call a colleague: Who needs help? You can now call from anywhere 
across our store.

Additional informative signage content 
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Examples of additional signage content 
(these might be signs, flyers or other printable content)

Virtual queuing Appointment booking Contactless collection Call a colleague 
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Other types of content our clients are printing and using at different 
locations within their customer journeys to inform customers about 
their new service offerings:

Business cards Flyers Leaflets

Additional informative signage types:
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We love how Pets At Home have included a flyer on all 
customer parcels to inform them that next time they visit 
they can use their contactless collection option from their 
car park.

The content varies a little from their signage in the car park 
in that it addresses the customer with a question and 
provides a detailed step by step process to the customer 
alongside an image showing how the service works.

Inspiration: client example 
(for click and collect)
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Part 5

Before your 
customers get 
to store
To drive traffic to your stores and to ensure that your customer 
experience is simple and seamless from the get go, it also helps 
to leverage your omni-channel presence to inform your 
customers about the services you offer to perfect their in-store 
shopping experience.

This section shares ideas for how to do this using:

• Your click and collect order confirmation emails 
• Customer education videos
• Your website
• Your social media messages

(For appointment bookings our separate best practice guide for 
promoting your appointment booking offering provides even 
more digital marketing ideas).



If you’re using Qudini to offer contactless click and collect services to your 
customers, a great way to inform your customers of the service and to 
enable them to check-in is to include a link to check-in via your order 
confirmation email letting them know that their order is in store.

Major UK electronics retailer Currys PC World has done this and has 
even included the Qudini logo within their order email to educate 
customers as to how the service works (as shown in the image to the 
right.

More collection check-ins via order 
confirmation email than via signage

Retailers using Qudini to offer contactless collections 
find that most customers will check-in from the order 
confirmation email rather than using the signs at the 
front of the parking bay. The ease of clicking the link 
while remaining in their cars makes it the faster and 
simpler option.

Inform customers using your 
order confirmation email
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Examples of order confirmation email
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Customers booking appointments using Qudini will 
receive SMS and email reminders of their appointment.

Within these emails it can help to inform customers of 
the appointment check-in process when they get to 
store and to let them know about any additional services 
you offer for virtual queuing or contactless collections. 

Inform appointment 
customers of the process 
when they get to store
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Some of our clients have even created educational customer-facing videos 
and adverts to advertise their new service offering to their customers while 
informing them of the ease of booking the service using Qudini.

Currys PC World (international electronics retailer): 
“Collect Your Tech” video 

Explains their new drive through collection offering and 
features Qudini 28 seconds in. 
https://youtu.be/GRPJVEBZzgI

NatWest (international retail bank): “How to book a Video 
Banking Appointment” video 

Explains how customers can book appointments.
https://youtu.be/jh-3OpWmmBg

Create a customer education video
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Service information page
Create one single landing page to 
explain all the services you offer to 
improve your customer’s 
experience, as well as an individual 
landing page on each service.

This will ensure you realize the SEO 
benefit if customers search your 
brand name and service. Eg. QDi 
Virtual Queue

The next few pages visually 
suggest how you can inform 
customers about your in-store 
services used to perfect their 
experience using your website.

Starting with your:

Inform customers using your website
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Examples of locations where you might mention the service on your website

Individual store pages
On each store’s individual website 
page provide customers with more 
information about the service you 
offer for appointments, virtual 
queuing and contactless pickup.
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Entry pop-up
Help your customers to convert across channels by using 
entry website pop-ups to inform customers about your 

services to ensure a fantastic in-store experience.

Store finder 
Drive footfall to store by using your store finder page to enable 
customers to book appointments and to indicate which stores 

offer virtual queuing and contactless order collections.
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Promotional banners
Make it consistently simple to engage with your brand by using 

promotional banners to inform customers about your new 
shopping services on your website.

Footer
Encourage customers to visit store by informing them of your 
fantastic shopping services from the footer of your website. 
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Product information page
Encourage customers to engage with your in-store and virtual 
service offerings by enabling them to book appointments from 

your individual product pages.

Nav bar
Drive customers to schedule appointments for in-store or virtual 

service from your website navigation bar.
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To drive customers to your stores you might also look to create social media 
posts featuring your new service offering or mention your service offering in 
your general social media posts.

Mention your services in 
your social media posts 

Virtual queuingAppointment bookings Contactless collection
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To help you to continually perfect your signage and information content you 
can use the Qudini analytics dashboards to understand:

• Which signs and sources customers are joining the queue, booking 
appointments or checking in for contactless collections from. Our analytics 
features show if customers joined by QR code, host or SMS. In addition 
you can create separate URLs to use across your different information 
content to analyze where check-in comes from.

• If your customers’ check-in method influences higher cancellation or no 
show rates, this will help you to understand which sign-in methods retain 
the most customers 

A/B test

During your phase 1 deployment into your first 
stores you may want to A/B test different check-in 
methods and signage messaging. By using different 
QR code links, URLs or kiosk devices you can easily 
analyze which methods are most effective to help 
you define what to roll-out with.

Analyze what works best
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Thank you 
for reading 
Now that you know how to create perfect 
signage and to promote your offering to 
customers before their store visits, we look 
forward to helping you to analyze. Appointment 

Booking
Virtual 

Queuing

Online Event 
Booking

Task 
Management

Contactless 
Collection

Get in touch
To learn more about how our Retail 

Choreography suite can help to drive 
traffic to your brand’s services.

www.qudini.com
info@qudini.com

Call a 
colleague



Appendix

For inspiration:
Planning canvases 
and signage 
examples for each 
Qudini solution



Example copywriting content for click and collect.

Possible Service Names Call To Action (CTA) ideas Icons/images that would show the process
• Smart queue

• Qudini queue

• Virtual queue

• Digital ticket

• Waitlist

• Join our virtual queue

• Speak to our host

• Check-in here

• Here for service? Join the queue

• A phone scanning a QR code

• A queue in a cloud 

• A customer receiving a text saying 
“It’s your turn”

Value proposition

• Escape waiting in line by joining our virtual queue and 
we’ll update you as your turn draws near.

• Be free, comfortable and productive while you wait by 
joining our virtual queue and staying updated on your 
phone.

• Check-in with our host, then grab a coffee, browse the 
store or even phone a friend until called for your turn.

1. Scan a QR code, text 49292 to 074929292 or speak to our host. 

1. We’ll keep your place and update you by text.

1. Find our host who will let you in for your turn.

Possible additional notes: 
No phone? No problem. Our host will keep you updated if you wait nearby. 
Your data will only be used to send you queue updates today and will be deleted 
after your visit.

Customer journey steps

Virtual queuing canvas example
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Examples of virtual queuing signage
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Example copywriting content for click and collect.

Possible service names Call To Action (CTA) ideas Icons/images that would show the process

• Store appointments
• Bookable appointments
• Premium appointments
• Virtual appointments
• Video appointments

• Book an appointment 

• Book now

• Schedule a time

• Want to speak in detail? Book an 
appointment

• A phone scanning a QR code

• A calendar icon on a computer

• A customer having service with a 
calendar icon behind

Value proposition

• Book an appointment for personalized service at the 
time and place that suits you.

• Discover your new look for the new season by booking 
a personal shopping appointment today.

• Experience a tailored shopping experience like no other 
by booking an appointment online.

• .

1. Visit our website, speak to a store colleague or contact center.

1. Find the time and place that works best for you.

1. We’ll send you reminders with links to reschedule or cancel if you 
need to.

Possible additional notes: 
Your data will only be used to send you appointment reminders and will be 
deleted after your visit unless you choose to opt-in to our CRM.

Customer journey steps

* If your appointment booking offering is for a 
specific service it is generally best to use this within 
the name. E.g. “Style Experts”, ”Tech Gurus” or 
“Personal Shopping”

Appointment booking canvas content example
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Examples of appointment booking signage
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Example copywriting content for click and collect.

Possible service names Call To Action (CTA) ideas Icons/images that would show the process

• Curbside pickup

• Contactless collection

• Qudini pickup

• Swift collect

• Tell us you’ve arrived

• Check-in here

• Here to collect an order? Check-in

• A phone scanning a QR code

• A store associate bringing the 
customer their parcel to the car

• Car receiving a text saying “We’ve 
found your order”

Value proposition

• Collect your order without even leaving your car by 
checking in from your phone when you arrive.

• Check-in from your phone when you get to store and 
we’ll bring your order to you, whether you’re in-store 
or at our curbside.

• Check-in to let our store team know when you’re here 
to collect your order and they’ll bring your order to you 
straight away.

1. Click the link in your email, scan a QR code or speak to 
a colleague. 

1. Our warehouse team will locate your order and bring it 
out to you.

1. Be ready to collect when we text to say we’ve found 
your order.

Customer journey steps

Contactless Pickup signage example
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Examples of click and collect signage
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Contactless collection examples

Stand out in winter
For outdoor signage remember to think about 
how dark it can get in the winter month and 
how you can keep our signage lit up.

End of parking bay placard End of parking bay lollipop Parking bay – Painted or vinyl sticker 

52
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Example copywriting content for call a colleague.

Possible service names Call To Action (CTA) ideas Icons/images that would show the process

• Call a colleague 

• Request help

• Shopping assistance

• Click to call a colleague

• Press for help

• Request assistance here

• Need an advisor? Click here

• A phone scanning a QR code

• A store associate bringing the 
customer their parcel to the car

• Car receiving a text saying “We’ve 
found your order”

Value proposition

• Get answers to your questions in and instant by 
scanning the QR code or using a kiosk.

• Scan the QR code or use our self-service kiosk to get 
help from one of our team members (right here, right 
now).

• Call for help at the click of a button using your phone 
or one of our self-service kiosks.

1. Scan a QR code, text 074929292 or use our tablet 
kiosk.

1. We’ll notify a colleague immediately.

1. Stay updated by phone while you wait.

Customer journey steps

Call a colleague signage example
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Examples of call a colleague signage
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